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EDITORIAL NOTE 

  

Ophthalmologists have been at the cutting edge of creating 
clinical utilizations for new laser technology since the report of 
the main laser from the year 1960. Light amplification by 
stimulated emission of radiation which can also be denoted as 
LASER had been made-up before f ifty years. Now-a day’s lasers 
square measure identical with sophistication in addition as 
exactness. The impact of laser radiation on a specif ic objective 
relies upon the properties of both the laser and the objective. 
The main laser yield boundaries are frequency, length, and 
force. Frequency is an element of the laser pit's excited to 
medium, which is a gas in argon, krypton, and excimer lasers, a 
fluid in co lor lasers, and a semiconductor in diode lasers. The 
primary most laser application was the use of retinal surgical 
process which feature has been ever evolving. The applying of 
lasers is obvious in overall sub-fields of medicine as a 
therapeutic in addition as analysis technique. Radiation of lasers 
are varies from its correspond ing components like thermal in 
addition as alternative sources of sunshine radiations. All these 
radiations are the actual fact that the photons during a specif ic 
laser are collimated beam, monochromatic, and coherent. The 
consistency of la ser light could be an important issue. The 
abstraction coherence permits for tiny burns to the target tissue 
with least collateral loss, whereas the temporal coherence 
permits precise tissue aiming by choosing wavelengths that are 
engrossed solely by the target tissues. Several laser-tissue 
interactions include exposure thermal, exposure chemical, in 
addition as exposure disruption severally. Lasers have varied 
uses and these comprise therapeutic and diagnostic role. Laser  

 

 

 

medical care is used in recognition methodology like Confocal 
scanning laser medical instrument (CSLO) for the analysis of 
optic head nerve, and Optical coherence tomography (OCT) for 
the analysis of tissue layer and retinal pathologies. Another 
therapeutic uses embody anterior and posterior segments. Where, 
anterior segments contemplate tissue layer, glaucoma, cataract and 
posterior segments considers retinal neo-vascular diseases, r etinal 
tears and visual defect, choroidal neo-vascular diseases, intraocular 
tumors, abnormal blood vessels and macular oedema, intraocular 
tumors, abnormal blood vessels and macular oedema. Laser s are 
used for the method for refractive error correction like PRK, 
LASIK, LASEK, and epi-LASIK. The applications of optical maser 
in eye disease trust the purposeful web site. Lasers are wont to 
facilitate cataract operations like Femto laser  power -assisted 
cataract surgeries (FLACS). LASERs embody varied diseases like 
Retinal Neovascularization, choroidal neovascularization, Retinal 
tears and visual defect, intraocular tumours, abnormal blood 
vessels and macular edema severally. Retinal neovascularization 
diseases comprise branch and central vein occlusion, diabetic 
retinopathy, and RBC retinopathy. The most important objective 
of optical maser treatment is to get rid of drive membrane for 
neovascularization. Retinal tears are treated by mistreatment focal 
optical maser surgical process. Intraocular tumors embody retinal 
angiomas, Retinoblastomas, and melanomas that may be treated 
by mistreatment focal argon. Various conditions like direct focal 
treatment of the vessels, Coats’ illness, and retinal small 
aneurysms are directed to resolve the conditions. Unseaworthy 
vessels might result in macular oedema. The treatment of such 
vessels with a focal optical maser might facilitate manage the  
associated macular edema. 
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